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hibiting the nepovirus recovery phenotype
and was not a general property of virus-
infected tissue.

Through this analysis of nepovirus-
induced recovery, we have demonstrated
that a natural virus-induced effect and
transgene-induced gene silencing are simi-
lar. Both phenomena are potentially virus-
inducible and are associated with strain-
specific virus resistance that is targeted
against RNA. On the basis of these similar-
ities, we propose that the same RNA-based
mechanism underlies both phenomena.
Gene silencing may occur when the plant
erroneously perceives a transgene or its
RNA product to be part of a virus. Trans-
gene-induced gene silencing is normally dis-
played by only a small proportion of lines
produced with any one construct (6, 13). It
may be possible to increase the incidence of
gene silencing by ensuring that transgene
transcripts have features, such as double-
strandedness, that resemble replicative
forms of viral RNA. Conversely, if it is
necessary to evade gene silencing to achieve
very high levels of transgene expression, it
may be appropriate to produce transgenes
specifying transcripts in which features re-
sembling viral RNA are removed.

Why do nepoviruses and members of a
few other virus groups elicit such pro-
nounced recovery? One explanation, at
least for nepoviruses, may follow from an
earlier suggestion that there is an associa-
tion between recovery and the potential of
the virus to be transmitted through the seed
of the infected plant (14). Normally, trans-
mission through seed does not take place
because viruses are excluded from the mer-
istem and surrounding area of the plant in
which gametes are produced. When seed
transmission does take place, it is probably
because this exclusion from the meristem
has been overcome. Perhaps recovery is ini-
tiated when the nepovirus penetrates the
meristem. This possible association of mer-
istems, nepoviral recovery, and gene silenc-
ing suggests that there may be an increased
likelihood of gene silencing when trans-
genes are expressed in meristems.

Recovery is not the only resistance phe-
nomenon in plants that is specifically tar-
geted against the inducing virus and close
relatives. “Green islands” and mosaics that
are induced by non–seed transmitted viruses
are examples of localized areas of virus-spe-
cific resistance in infected plants (15). The
relatedness of these other resistance respons-
es and nepoviral recovery could indicate
that gene silencing is a manifestation of a
ubiquitous defense in plants against viruses.

Note added in proof: A recent report (21)
also describes a recovery phenomenon in
virus-infected plants that has similarity to
gene silencing.
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Substantial Genetic Influence on Cognitive
Abilities in Twins 80 or More Years Old

Gerald E. McClearn, Boo Johansson, Stig Berg,
Nancy L. Pedersen, Frank Ahern, Stephen A. Petrill,

Robert Plomin*

General and specific cognitive abilities were studied in intact Swedish same-sex twin
pairs 80 or more years old for whom neither twin had major cognitive, sensory, or motor
impairment. Resemblance for 110 identical twin pairs significantly exceeded resem-
blance for 130 fraternal same-sex twin pairs for all abilities. Maximum-likelihood model-
fitting estimates of heritability were 62 percent for general cognitive ability, 55 percent
for verbal ability, 32 percent for spatial ability, 62 percent for speed of processing, and
52 percent for memory. There was also evidence for the significant influence of idio-
syncratic experience as the environmental component that most determines individual
differences in cognitive abilities late in life.

Individuals aged 80 and older, whose prev-
alence is increasing at nearly twice the rate
of the rest of the population in developed
countries throughout the world (1), vary
immensely in health and functional capa-
bilities. Little is known about the genetic
and environmental origins of this wide

range of individuality (2–4). A particularly
crucial aspect of quality of life in the elderly
is cognitive functioning, which includes
general and specific cognitive abilities.
General cognitive ability, which represents
that which diverse cognitive abilities have
in common, is frequently measured by a
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total score on intelligence tests or derived
as a first principal component from diverse
tests of cognitive abilities (5). In the hier-
archical model of cognitive abilities, specific
cognitive abilities include group factors—
such as spatial, verbal, and memory abili-
ties—each determined from what is in com-
mon among several tests of each ability (6).

Twin and adoption studies converge on
the conclusion that cognitive abilities are
among the most heritable behavioral traits
(7–9). Model-fitting meta-analyses based
on dozens of adoption and twin studies,
involving more than 10,000 pairs of twins,
estimate that about half of the variance of
general cognitive ability scores can be ac-
counted for by genetic differences among
individuals (10, 11). Specific cognitive
abilities, less well studied than general
cognitive ability, also show substantial ge-
netic influence, although less than for
general cognitive ability (12, 13). Devel-
opmental comparisons have yielded the
intriguing finding that, for general cogni-
tive ability, heritability increases from in-
fancy (about 20%) to childhood (40%) to
adolescence (50%) to adulthood (60%)

(14, 15). Recent studies of middle-aged
twins also report substantial heritability
for general and specific cognitive abilities
(16–19). This finding is especially inter-
esting because it contradicts a prevailing
assumption in gerontology that environ-
mental influence increases throughout the
life-span with nonnormative environmen-
tal influences (20). This previous evi-
dence for increasing heritability from in-
fancy to middle age leads to the prediction
that the heritability of cognitive abilities
is substantial even for the very old.

The Swedish Twin Registry (21), con-
sisting of 96% of all twins in Sweden, was
used to select twins for the first twin anal-
yses of individual differences in normal cog-
nitive functioning in the very old. Both
members of the pair not only had to be 80
or more years old and alive during the test-
ing period (1991 to 1993) but both also had
to be functioning sufficiently well to com-
plete most of the cognitive tests in the
demanding 1.5-hour battery (22). However,
the twin pairs surviving into very late life
do not differ significantly from a represen-
tative sample of nontwin individuals of the
same age in cognitive functioning (23). The
final sample consisted of 110 pairs of iden-
tical twins and 130 pairs of same-sex frater-
nal twins.

The median age of the twins was 82.3;
74% were between 80 and 84, 22% be-
tween 85 and 89, 3% between 90 and 94,
and 1% over 95 years of age. The twins are
representative of similarly aged individuals
in Sweden in gender (64% female), years

of education (7.2 6 2.4), and ethnicity
(100% Caucasian). Concerning their liv-
ing arrangements, 89% lived in conven-
tional housing; 13% were in service apart-
ments in which some housekeeping,
meals, and social and health services are
available; and 13% were in institutional
settings.

Subjects were tested individually in their
place of residence by licensed nurses. The
members of a twin pair were tested by dif-
ferent nurses. Tests of cognitive abilities
were chosen to include tests used in previ-
ous aging research, especially the H-70
[Hälsa (health)-70] study (24), a prospec-
tive longitudinal assessment of individuals
initially 70 years old. Other tests were se-
lected to sample across diverse specific cog-
nitive abilities, including verbal, spatial,
speed of processing, and memory abilities.
Five of the tests are part of the most widely
used battery in Sweden (25), which was
based on Thurstone’s (26) theory of primary
mental abilities: Verbal Meaning (syn-
onyms), Figure Logic (identifying one figure
from five that are different), Block Design
(making colored cubes match patterns pre-
sented on cards), Digit Span (forward and
backward), and Picture Memory (recogniz-
ing pictures shown earlier). Other tests in-
clude the Information subtest from the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
(27), as translated and modified for use in
Sweden (28), and the speeded Symbol Digit
test (matching digits to patterns), which is a
reversed format of the WAIS Digit Symbol
test. Tests such as these generally show
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Fig. 1. Distributions of general
cognitive ability as indexed by
(A) first principal component
(PC) scores for subjects in the
twin analysis and (B) WAIS
short-form scores consisting
of WAIS Information and
WAIS Block Design. PC
scores were standardized for
subjects with a mean of 0 and
a standard deviation of 1.0.
The WAIS scores were stan-
dardized separately for the
two constituent subtests and
then summed.

Table 1. Means, standard deviations (SD), and
correlations with age and gender for each of the
component tests. All correlations with age are sig-
nificant (P , 0.01) with the exception of Verbal
Meaning, with older subjects performing less well.
The only significant correlation with gender is for
Information, with women performing less well than
men.

Cognitive test Mean
(SD)

Correlation

Age Gender

Verbal Meaning 15.64 20.06 0.01
(7.04)

Figure Logic 14.31 20.16 0
(5.53)

Block Design 11.63 20.18 0.03
(7.13)

Digit Span 8.79 20.19 20.02
(2.31)

Picture Memory 18.46 20.13 0.09
(4.85)

Information 27.82 20.21 20.23
(11.53)

Symbol Digit 24.44 20.18 0.01
(11.10)

REPORTS
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reasonable reliability in studies of elderly
individuals (16). Three of the tests have
two parts, which permitted analyses of reli-
ability in the present sample. Reliabilities
comparable to other studies were found:
0.88 for Verbal Meaning, 0.77 for Figure
Logic, and 0.86 for Information.

Table 1 presents means, standard devia-
tions, and correlations with age and gender
for the seven tests. The means and standard
deviations indicate a wide range of variabil-
ity for each of the tests. Age accounts for a
significant amount of variance in perfor-
mance on six of the seven cognitive tests for
these individuals from 80 to 97 years of age.
Gender is significantly related to only one
of the tests. Because age and gender effects
inflate twin resemblance for same-sex
twins, all scores were adjusted for age and
gender with a multiple regression procedure
(29).

Factor analyses of these diverse tests
yielded a strong general cognitive ability

factor that accounted for 50% of the vari-
ance, consistent with other studies in mid-
dle age (16). All tests correlated above 0.52
with the first principal component used as
an index of general cognitive ability. Be-
cause such principal component scores can
be assigned only for subjects with complete
data on all tests (52 identical and 65 frater-
nal twin pairs), we also indexed general
cognitive ability with a short form of the
WAIS (30), which adds scores on Informa-
tion and Block Design (90 identical and
104 fraternal twin pairs). We also examined
specific cognitive abilities constructed by
standardizing and adding tests to represent
verbal ability (Verbal Meaning and Infor-
mation; 78 and 93 pairs of identical and
fraternal twins, respectively), spatial ability
(Figure Logic and Block Design; 86 and 89
twin pairs, respectively), speed of processing
(Symbol Digit; 73 and 92 twin pairs); and
memory (Digit Span and Picture Memory;
63 and 82 twin pairs). In addition to con-

ducting model-fitting twin analyses using
only pairs for whom data were available for
both twins, we also employed pedigree anal-
ysis (31), which utilizes all available infor-
mation, including data in which one twin is
missing. We also analyzed pairs with com-
plete data for comparison purposes.

Distributions of scores for general cogni-
tive ability as indexed by the first principal
component (PC; Fig. 1A) and the WAIS
short form score (Fig. 1B) were nearly nor-
mal, especially for the WAIS short form.
Similar distributions were found for the
scales of specific cognitive abilities.

For general and specific cognitive abili-
ties, identical twin correlations were signif-
icantly greater than fraternal twin correla-
tions, indicating genetic influence (Fig. 2).
Twin correlations were similar when only
those twin pairs with complete data on all
tests were included (32). The data were
submitted to standard maximum likelihood
model-fitting analysis for twin data (33) to
estimate genetic and environmental com-
ponents of variance. We report model-fit-
ting results using data for pairs for whom
data were available for both twins, although
similar results were obtained when we em-
ployed pedigree analysis (34).

Estimates of heritability—the propor-
tion of total phenotypic variance attribut-
able to genetic variance—and their 95%
confidence intervals were 62% (29 to 73%)
for general cognitive ability as indexed by
the PC and 53% (19 to 76%) as indexed by
the WAIS short form, 55% (24 to 81%) for
verbal ability, 32% (0 to 58%) for spatial
ability, 62% (29 to 73%) for speed of pro-
cessing, and 52% (7 to 67%) for memory
ability (Fig. 3). In all cases, dropping the
genetic parameter from the model resulted
in a significant reduction in the fit of the
model, demonstrating the significance of
the heritability estimates. If variance due to
error of measurement (about 10%) was re-
moved from the total phenotypic variance,
heritability estimates would account for a
larger proportion of the remaining pheno-
typic variance.

The shared environment parameter, or
twin resemblance not explained by herita-
bility, accounted for 11% (0 to 47%) of the
variance for PC and 15% (0 to 43%) for
WAIS general cognitive ability, 20% (0 to
47%) for verbal ability, 13% (0 to 48%) for
spatial ability, 0% (0 to 27%) for speed of
processing, and 0% (0 to 32%) for memory
ability. Dropping the shared environment
parameter from the model did not result in a
significant reduction of fit for any of the
cognitive abilities, indicating that shared
environment does not account for signifi-
cant variance. However, the classical twin
method of comparing identical and fraternal
twin correlations is not a powerful design for

Fig. 2. Intraclass correlations for
identical twins (MZ; black bars) and
fraternal twins (DZ; gray bars) for
general cognitive ability (PC and
WAIS) and specific cognitive abili-
ties.

Fig. 3. Estimates of propor-
tions of variance due to genetic
influence (black), shared envi-
ronment (gray), and nonshared
environment (white), as derived
from maximum likelihood,
model-fitting twin analyses. For
each measure, the full model fit
well. Chi-squares with 3 de-
grees of freedom were 1.22
(P 5 0.75) for PC general cog-
nitive ability, 0.92 (P 5 0.75) for
WAIS general cognitive ability,
0.89 (P 5 0.83) for verbal
ability, 3.38 (P 5 0.34) for
spatial ability, 0.66 (P 5 0.76)
for speed of processing, and
2.8 (P 5 0.42) for memory.
Akaike fit indices also indicate that the full model fits well for each measure: –4.78, –5.08, –5.11,
–2.62, –4.34, and –3.21, respectively. For each measure, the best-fitting model was one that only
included genetic and nonshared environment parameters, with the following chi-squares with 4
degrees of freedom: 1.45, 1.72, 2.36, 3.70, 1.66, and 2.80, respectively. In other words, dropping
the shared environment component of variance from the full model did not significantly reduce the fit
of the model. In contrast, dropping the genetic parameter from the model significantly worsened the
fit, with the following chi-squares with 4 degrees of freedom for the above measures: 9.64, 10.14,
12.74, 5.03, 12.30, and 7.54, respectively.
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detecting shared environment influence
(35). Most of the nongenetic variance is due
to nonshared environment and error of mea-
surement. If the measures are about 90%
reliable, then the amount of variance result-
ing from nonshared environment would be
17% for PC and 22% for WAIS general
cognitive ability, 15% for verbal ability,
45% for spatial ability, 28% for speed of
processing, and 38% for memory.

Although genetic influence on cognitive
functioning late in life appears to be sub-
stantial, these data also demonstrate con-
siderable environmental influence. About
40% of the variance for general cognitive
ability and even more of the variance for
specific cognitive abilities is environmental
in origin. Moreover, consistent with results
from studies of younger adults, our results
indicate that, for the most part, these envi-
ronmental influences are not shared by
twins growing up in the same family nor are
they due to adult experiences shared by
twins. In other words, environmental influ-
ences that contribute to individual differ-
ences in cognitive abilities are those that
make family members, in this case twins,
different (36). The most direct evidence for
this conclusion is that identical twin corre-
lations are considerably less than the reli-
ability of the measures (usually given as
0.80 to 0.95), even though identical twins
are genetically identical. Differences within
pairs of identical twins provide a tool with
great potential for identifying these non-
shared environmental factors.

It is now becoming possible to identify
some of the specific genes responsible for
the substantial heritability of individual dif-
ferences in cognitive abilities (9) and cog-
nitive disabilities (37). For example, the
gene for apolipoprotein-E has not only been
associated with late onset Alzheimer’s dis-
ease but also with cognitive decline in an
unselected sample of elderly individuals
(38). Other genes that are related to general
aging, such as the genes for telomerase or
helicases, might also account for some of
the heritable differences in cognitive func-
tioning late in life. However, it is also pos-
sible that genes that contribute to individ-
ual differences in cognitive abilities late in
life may be the same genes that contribute
to individual differences earlier in the life
span. This hypothesis is supported by lon-
gitudinal twin analyses that indicate that
genetic effects largely contribute to conti-
nuity rather than to change in individual
differences in cognitive abilities during the
adult years (3, 15). Even if such genes
individually account for only a small
amount of variance, they could provide
handholds in the climb toward understand-
ing the developmental pathways between
genes and cognitive abilities.
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